Abstract: This article concerns the MP inverse of the differences and the products of projections in a ring R with involution. Some equivalent conditions are obtained. As applications, the MP invertibility of the commutator pq − qp and the anti-commutator pq + qp are characterized, where p and q are projections in R. Some related known results in C * -algebra are generalized.
Introduction
The following theorem and its corollaries parallel to [4, Theorem 2.3] .
Theorem 4. The following statements are equivalent for any two projections p and q in a ring R with involution:
(1) 1 − pq ∈ R † , (2) 1 − pqp ∈ R † , (3) p − pqp ∈ R † ; (4) 1 − qp ∈ R † , (5) 1 − qpq ∈ R † , (6) q − qpq ∈ R † .
Proof.
(1)⇔(4) is clear by 1 − qp = (1 − pq) * . We need only prove that (1)- (3) are equivalent.
(1)⇒(3) Let x = (1 − pq) † . Then we have
Consequently,
On the other hand, by a direct verification, we have
Now, we verify p − pqp ∈ R † and (p − pqp) † = pxp.
Step
Step 2 .
In view of (2.6), (2.7) and Lemma 2(1), one can get
So we have
Lemma 13. Let r ∈ R. If r + r 2 ∈ R d (resp., r − r 2 ∈ R d ), then r ∈ R d and ind(r) ≤ ind(r + r 2 ) (resp., ind(r) ≤ ind(r − r 2 )).
Theorem 14. The following conditions are equivalent for any two projections p and q in a * -reducing ring R:
In view of Lemma 12, we have bb * ∈ R d and ind(bb
Note that bb * = pq(1 − p)qp = pqp − (pqp) 2 . By Lemma 13, we obtain pqp ∈ R d and ind(pqp) ≤ ind(bb * ) ≤ 1, which means pqp ∈ R ♯ . Hence (pqp) † = (pqp) ♯ because (pqp) * R = pqpR (see [11, Proposition 2] ). Now, substituting pq for r in Lemma 1(2), one can see that pq ∈ R † .
In addition, we have p − q ∈ R † by Corollary 9.
(2)⇒(1) It follows that (p−q)(p−q) † = (p−q) † (p−q) since p−q ∈ R † and (p−q) * = p−q.
One can easily check that
Combining these facts we can see that pqp, (pqp) † , (p−q) 2 and [(p−q) 2 ] † commute with each other according to [10, Corollary 12] . Now, it is trivial to verify that (pqp)
is the MP inverse of bb * = pqp(p − q) 2 . Moreover, it is clear that b ∈ R † by Lemma 1(2).
Finally, pq − qp ∈ R † follows by [1, Theorem 4.1(iv)] (see also [8, Theorem 13] ).
Theorem 15. The following conditions are equivalent for any two projections p and q in a * -reducing ring R:
(2) p + q ∈ R † and pq ∈ R † .
Proof. 
